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Abstract 
We study the problem of mixed least-mean- 
squares/H"-optimal (or mixed H2/Hm-optimal) esti- 
mation of signals generated by discrete-time, finite- 
dimensional, linear state-space models. The major result 
is that, for finite-horizon problems, and when the stochas- 
tic disturbances have Gaussian distributions, the optimal 
solutions have finite-dimensional (i.e. , bounded-order) 
nonlinear state-space structure of order 2n + 1 (where n is 
the dimension of the underlying state-space model). Being 
nonlinear, strictly speaking, the filters do not minimize 
an H2 norm subject to an H" constraint, but instead 
minimize the least-mean-squares estimation error (given 
a certain a priori probability distribution on the distur- 
bances) subject to  a given constraint on the maximum 
energy gain from disturbances to  estimation errors. The 
mixed filters therefore have the property of yielding the 
best average (least-mean-squares) performance over all fil- 
ters that achieve a certain worst-case (H") bound. 
1. Introduction 
Classical methods in estimation theory (such as least- 
mean-squares, maximum-likelihood, and maximum en- 
tropy) and the more recent robust methods in estimation 
theory (such as H") can be regarded as two extremes in 
terms of their requirements regarding the statistical prop- 
erties of the exogenous signals, as well as in terms of their 
goals. All classical estimation methods require some as- 
sumption regarding the statistical nature of the signals 
and hence their performance heavily depends upon the 
validity of these assumptions. On the other hand, ro- 
bust estimation methods, or so-called minimax estimation 
strategies, safeguard against the worst-case disturbances 
and therefore make no assumptions on the (statistical) 
nature of the signals. 
The mixed H2/Hm estimation problem was intro- 
duced (see e.g., [2, 3, 4, 51 and the references therein) as 
a compromise between these two extreme point of views. 
The mixed problem allows one to  trade off between the 
best average performance of the H2 estimator and the 
best guaranteed worst-case performance of the H" esti- 
mator. As a result, the optimal mixed H2/H" estimators 
have the best average performance among all estimators 
having a guaranteed worst-case performance. Thus, the 
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best average performance is sacrificed to  attain a certain 
level of robustness. 
Unlike the unconstrained H2 and suboptimal H" 
problems the pure mixed H2/H" problem of minimiz- 
ing an H2 norm, subject to an H" norm constraint, 
has been an open problem. Indeed in [6 ,  71 it has been 
shown that for infinite-horizon problems, and when the 
underlying models are linear-time-invariant (LTI) , the Zin- 
ear mixed H2/H"-optimal controller (or estimator) is 
infinite-dimensional (if, of course, the H" constraint is 
not redundant). [For this reason, recently several related 
problems with an auxiliary cost (which replaces the H2 
norm) have been considered (see e.g., [2, 3, 4]).] 
In this paper we expand the domain and allow for 
nonlinear estimators. Of course, once we have a nonlinear 
estimator we cannot really speak of the H2 norm (or the 
H" norm for that matter). Therefore instead of mini- 
mizing the H2 norm, subject to  an H" norm constraint, 
these estimators minimize the expected estimation error 
energy (given a certain probablity distribution on the dis- 
turbances), subject to  a bound on the worst-case energy 
gain from the disturbances to  the estimation errors. 
A major result of this paper is that in the mixed 
H2/H" problem, even when the underlying model is lin- 
ear, nonlinear filters offer an improvement over linear ones. 
This may appear surprising given the fact that for linear 
plants the optimal H 2  and optimal (central) H" estima- 
tors are both linear. In other words, in H2 and in H" 
estimation there is nothing to  be gained by considering 
nonlinear estimators. However, in the mixed problem it 
is possible to further reduce the expected estimation er- 
ror energy by considering nonlinear filters. More impor- 
tant, is the fact that (for finite-horizon problems) the re- 
sulting estimator has (bounded) finite-dimensional state- 
space structure. 
The nonlinearity of the optimal mixed estimator arises 
from the fact that at each iteration we need to solve a non- 
linear program (with dimension equal to the number of 
signals to  be estimated). At the present we have not been 
able to give an explicit solution to  this nonlinear program, 
but we have been able to  come up with a (suboptimal) re- 
cursive solution, which involves solving a convex quadratic 
program at each iteration. 
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2. Problem Formulation 
Consider the following (possibly) time-variant 
discrete-time linear state-space model 
zi = LiXi 
(1) 
where {Fi ,  Gj'), G j2 ) ,  Hi ,  L i }  are known matrices of di- 
mensions n x n, n x ml, n x m ~ ,  p x n and q x n, respec- 
tively, { X O ,  U! ' ) ,  ui2), wi('), vi(2)} are unknown disturbances, 
{ y i }  is the observed output, and { z i }  is the signal we in- 
tend to estimate. We have separated the unknown initial 
state xo = x!) + x f ) ,  the unknown driving disturbance 
( 1 )  ( 1 )  ( 2 )  ( 2 )  Gi ui + Gi ui and the unknown measurement dis- 
turbance vi(') + vi2) into two components since each com- 
ponent has a different nature. The initial condition x t '  
and the disturbances { U ! ~ ) ,  ":I)) are assumed to be (zero- 
mean) random variables with known joint probability dis- 
tribution, and are used to  reperesent that component of 
the disturbances for which we know the underlying prob- 
ability distribution. The initial condition x f )  and the 
but unknown, signals, and are used to  represent model un- 
certainties in (1) and that component of the disturbances 
for which we have no a priori statistical knowledge. 
In this paper we shall be concerned with the problem 
of estimating the signal, zi = Lix i ,  using the observations, 
yi.  In particular, we shall be interested in the following 
two estimates: 
disturbances {ui ( 2 )  , vi ( 2 )  } are assumed to  be deterministic, 
iili = Ff,i{Yo, 91 . * . Y i } ,  
Si = Fp,i{yO, ~ 1 , .  .  Y i - l } ,  
(2) 
which is referred to  as the a posteriori or filtered estimate, 
and 
which is referred to as the a priori or predicted estimate. 
Corresponding to  these two estimates we will also have 
the following filtered and prediction errors, 
(3) 
z . . - e   f , i  = zi - 2ip and z"i = ep,i = zi - i i .  
2.1. H 2  Estimation 
In this case, we assume that 
x p  = 0 , 
yi  = Hixi +vi ' )  xo = x o  . (4) 
= 0 , " j 2 )  = 0 
so that the state-space model (1) becomes 
= F i ~ i  + G i  ( 1 )  ui ( 1 )  
(1) 
Xi+l { zi = LiXi 
In the H 2  estimation problem we would like to find Eili  
and ii such that the expected estimation error energies 
E C ( z i  - i+)*(zi  - i i p )  and E C ( z i  - i i ) * ( ~ i  - 2i) 
N N 
i=O i=O 
are respectively minimized, where the expectation is taken 
over the random variables { x t ) ,  {U! ' ) ,  W~(~)}E~}. 
The solution to the above problem is wellknown and is 
given by the conditional mean of zi subject to  the obser- 
vations. When the {x! ) ,  {U! ' ) ,  V : ~ ) } E ~ }  are independent 
zero-mean Gaussian random variables with known vari- 
ances, then the conditional means (i.e., the iili and 2i) 
are readily found via the Kalman filter recursions (which 
has also has a statespace model of order n). 
2.2. H" Estimation 
In this case, we assume that 
x i  1) = 0 , u y  = 0 , u p  = 0 
so that the state-space model (1) becomes 
~ i + l  = F i ~ i  + G i  ( 2 )  ui ( 2 )  
( 2 )  y i  = Hixi + v i  ( 2 )  20 = x o  . (5 )  { zi = Lisa 
In the H m  estimation problem the initial state x f )  and 
the disturbances { U ~ ~ ) , V ~ ~ ) } ~ ~  are assumed to  be deter- 
ministic but unknown. Therefore we have no statistical 
assumptions and cannot speak of expected values. In this 
problem, to ensure robustness of the estimator with re- 
spect to model uncertainty and lack of statistical knowl- 
edge, it is proposed to find the estimates and 2i such 
that the worst-case energy gain from the disturbances to 
the estimation errors be bounded by given thresholds Tf 
and 7,. In other words, we would like to  find, if possible, 
all Ff,i(*) and Fp,i(.) such that 
5 Y j ?  (6) Ih 1 1 2  1 ( 2 )  SUP 
2p#o, {uy) ,2) /2) } jko  x f ' * n ,  20 + 1 1 ~ 1 1 2  + 1b1I2 
and 
where IIo > 0 is given and lla112 4 ELo a;ai. 
The next theorem gives a sufficient condition for the 
existence of estimators that achieve (6) and (7) (the con- 
dition is essentially the necessary and sufficient condition 
for the existence of estimators that achieve strict inequal- 
ities) and then parametrizes all possible solutions. 
Theorem 1 ( H m  Filters) (a) An estimator fili = 
Ff,i{yo, ~ 1 ,  . . . y i }  that achieves (6) with a t  inequality 
exists i f ,  and only if, the matrices Ri = Ip (-y2&,) and 
have the same inertia fo r  all i = 0,.  . . , N ,  where Pi satis- 
fies the Riccati recursion 
pi+' = F ~ ~ ~ F ;  + ~ ( 2 ) ~ ( 2 ) *  - Kp , s  .R e,* .K* p , i ,  (8) 
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with Po = IT0 and Kp,i = FiPi [ Hi* L; ] R,:. If this is 
the case then all a posteriori estimators that achieve (6) 
are characterized by  
for i = 0, .  . . , N ,  where Pi satisfies the recursion 
(b) A n  estimator 5i = Fp,a{yo, y1,. . . yi-l} that achieves 
(7) with e t  inequality exists if, and only if, 
-y21q+LiPiLt < 0 and Ip+Hi(P;'-y-2L;Li)-1H; > 0 
where Pi satisfies (8). If this is the case then all a priori 
estimators that achieve (7) are characterized by  
yj - HjDj y .  -H.rjj. 
E;:[ 4 - L j P j ] % ; [  & L ; P ; ] * -  (11) 
(zi - L ~ P ~ ) * ( ~ ~ I ,  - L P ~ L ; ) - ~ ( ~ ~  - L&) 2 0, 
f o r  i = 0,. . . , N ,  where Pi  satisfies the recursion 
with Re,a and Kp,a as in part (a). 
The above parametrization of all possible HCO estimators 
is not in the form often cited in the literature, which is 
given in terms of a linear contraction (see, e.g., [l]). How- 
ever, it will be most suitable for solving the mixed H2/H" 
estimation problem, as done in the next section, since it 
does not disclude nonlinear estimators. 
2.3. Mixed H2/H" Estimation 
Let us now return to  the general state-space model, 
(4). In mixed H 2 / H W  estimation the goal is to construct 
an estimate of the signal, zi ,  that effectively deals with 
the combined effects of random disturbances with known 
probability density functions (which are represented by 
disturbances and modeling errors (which are represented 
by { x r ) ,  { U ~ ~ ) , V ~ ~ ) } ~ ~ } ) .  Therefore, it is proposed to  
minimize the expected estimation error energy (assuming 
the deterministic disturbances are zero) over all estima- 
tors that achieve a certain worst-case energy gain bound 
from the disturbances to the estimation errors (assuming 
the random disturbances are zero). 
In other words, we would like to find estimation strate- 
that respectively minimize the expected estimation error 
energies 
E x ( z i  - %+)*(z, - 
{xo , {ui ( 1 )  ,vi (1) }i=o}) N and unknown (but deterministic) 
giesiili = . T ~ , ~ { Y o , Y ~ , * * * Y ~ }  a n d 4  = ~ p , i { y o , y 1 , . . . ~ i - 1 }  
N N 
and E c(zi - f i )* ( z i  - 2i) 
2=0 i=O 
where the expectation is taken over the random vari- 
{O,O}}), subject to  the energy gain constraints ( 6 )  and 
ables {z!), { U ~ ' ) , V , ( ~ ) } ~ ~ }  (given { x f )  = 0, {ui (2) ,vi  (2) } = 
(7) (where it is now assumed that { x t )  = 0, {ui (1) ,vi (1) } = 
{ O , O } } ) .  
3. Finite-Horizon Solution 
Theorem 2 (Mixed H2/H"  Estimators) Consider 
the state-space model (4) and suppose that the distur- 
bances {x!), {U:'), v , ( ' ) } ~ ~ }  are independent zero-mean 
Gaussian random variables with known covariances, 
(a) An estimator 5+ = Ft,i{yo, y1,. . . y i}  that solves the 
a posteriori mixed H 2 / H m  estimation problem (with level 
y) is given by the solution to the following nonlinear pro- 
gram: for i = 0,.  . . N ,  
and Zili = Li(3.i + PiH;(Ri + HiPiH{)-'Zi) is the H 2  
a posteriori estimate, Ei = yi - HiZi is the innovations, 
5. 2 -   Pi-&, and where Zi, Pi  and Ji satisfy the recursions, 
all initialized with zero, where Kp+ and R e a  ;are as an 
Theorem 1, Kp,i = FipiH;R;:, Re,i = Ri + HiPiH;, 
and where Pi satisfies the Riccati recursion, 
Finally, if we denote the solution to (13) b y  the func- 
tion q:(&, Ji, ai),  then the nonlinear functions qi(., .) are 
given by  the following backward functional recursion, 
initialized with Q N + ~ ( . ,  .) = 0. 
(b) An estimator 2i = -Tp,i{l/o, 91, .  , . yi-1) that solves the 
a priori mixed H2/H" estzmation problem (with level y) 
is given b y  the solution to the following nonlinear program: 
for i = 0,.  . . N ,  
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where Z i  = LiZi is the H 2  a priori estimate, 
Mi = Ji ( i i  - Li2i>*(y2Iq -LiPiLf)-'(ii - Li&j), (16) 
A -  %. - xi - x i ,  and where E i ,  & and Ji satisfy the same 
recursions as part (a), except that iili is replaced by  &.  
Finally, if we denote the solution to (15) by the function 
@:(Zi- l ,  Mi-1, E i - l ) ,  the nonlinear functions @i(., .) are 
given by  the following backward functional recursion, 
initialized with @ N  ( a ,  .) = 0.  
The H2/Hm-optimal estimators of Theorem 2 are non- 
linear filters with finite-dimensional state-space structure 
of order 2n + 1. Indeed it is easy to see that the state 
variable is 
We should note that, in contrast to both the H2-  
optimal and the central H w  filters, the above solution 
is non-recursive in the sense that the solution depends on 
the horizon N .  Indeed the filters obtained for problems 
with horizon N and N + 1 are completely different. 
= {zi, &, Ji}. 
4. A Recursive Solution 
To obtain the desired filters we must first solve the 
backwards functional recursions (14) and (17) for qi(., .)
and @.i(., .).' This appears to be a formidable task and we 
have not yet been able to compute these functions. 
To somewhat alleviate this problem, we can instead 
define a recursive mixed H2/H" filtering problem where 
one attempts to minimize the expected estimation error 
energies at each time instant i (subject, of course, to the 
given H" constraints). The solution to this problem is 
given below. 
Theorem 3 (Recursive Mixed H 2 / H w  Estimators) 
Consider the state-space model (4) and the setting of 
Theorem 2. 
(a) A n  estimator 3ili = Ff,i{yo, y1,. . . yi} that solves the 
a posteriori recursive mixed H 2 / H w  estimation problem 
(with level y) is given by  the solution to the following con- 
vex quadratic program 
mineili ( 2 .  - Z.  .)*(,??. . - S.  .) 
212 212 212 'I2 , i  = 0 ,  ... N subject to Ji + Ni  2 0 
(18) 
{ 
where Zili and Ni are as in Theorem 2, part (a). 
(b) An estimator i i  = .FP,i{yo, y1,. . . yi-1) that solves the 
a priori recursive mixed H 2 / H w  estimation problem (with 
level y) is given by  the solution to the following convex 
quadratic program 
mine; ( i i  - ~ i ) * ( 2 i  - ~ i )  . , z=O, . . .N  (19) subject to Mi 2 0 
where .Zi and Mi  are as in Theorem 2, part (b). 
'The functions q;(& - ti, J i )  and @i(ki - ti, Mi) represent the 
optimal cost-to-go, given the current state of the filter, ki, ti and 
Ji . 
The above solution has an interesting structure and 
effectively combines the H 2  and H" solutions. The reason 
why the functions Qi(., .) and ai(*, .) do not appear in the 
solution is that recursive estimators attempt to achieve 
the smallest possible cost at each time instant and are 
therefore not concerned with the cost-to-go. 
The nonlinear optimizations (18) and (19) are con- 
vex quadratic programs and can be readily solved using 
convex optimization techniques. Since the number of un- 
knowns in these programs is q, the number of signals to be 
estimated, the complexity of the solution at each iteration 
is 0 ( q 3 ) .  As q is typically less than the number of states, 
n, the main computational burden at each iteration is in 
the propagation of the Riccati variables Pi and Pi which 
requires O(n3) operations. Thus the computational com- 
plexity of the recursive mixed H 2 / H w  estimator of The- 
orem 3 is of the same order as that of the Kalman filter 
and (central) H m  filters. 
When zi is a scalar signal (i.e., q = 1) one can solve 
the quadratic programs (18) and (19) in closed form and 
obtain a much more explicit form for the solution. This 
solution shows that, depending on the sign of the signals 
given in (20) and (25) below, the desired estimates are 
chosen either as the H 2  estimates, Z i p  and f i ,  or as a 
convex combination of the H 2  estimates and some other 
estimates (see (22) and (27)). 
Lemma 1 (Solution in the Scalar Case) Consider 
the setting of Theorem 3 where now zi is a scalar signal 
and define 
fili = 2i + PiH:(I + HiPiH,*)-l(yi - H&) 
(a) The convex quadratic program (18) has the following 
solution: If 
then - z. a12 . = z .  z l i -  
Otherwise, 
where 
and 
ai = Ji + (yi  - Hi9i )*( I  + HiPiH,T)-l(yi - Hiz i ) .  (24) 
(b) The convex quadratic program (19) has the following 
solution; If 
Ji - (Zi - Li&)*Bi(~i  - LiOi) 2 0, (25)  
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then H2/H" filter outperforms the best linear filter for each 
value of y. Since the recursive filter is suboptimal (over 
the set of nonlinear filters) it would be interesting to  see 
how much further the oDtimal nonlinear mixed H 2 / H m  
2. - zi.  - (26) 
Otherwise, 
where 
5. Simple Example 
We now consider a simple example arising from adap- 
tive filtering, where the goal is to  use past and current 
observations to predict the next output. In order to  com- 
pare the properties of the various estimators discussed in 
this paper, we shall use the central H"' filter, the optimal 
linear mixed H2/HC0 filter (computed using the method 
of [SI), and the nonlinear recursive mixed H 2 / H M  filter of 
Theorem 3, for various values of y. [Note that we have not 
yet been able to  explicitly construct the functions !Pi(., .) 
and G i ( . , . ) ,  and so cannot use the optimal solution of 
Theorem 2.1 
The results are given in Fig. 1 where we have plotted 
the expected estimation error energy as a function of the 
maximum energy gain, 7 ,  for each of the three aforemen- 
tioned estimatom2 
Tradeoff Curves (mu I I, unlivariance noise, n = 15) 
2.8, 1 
filters of Theorem 2 wouid reduce the expected estimation 
(27) error energy. 
2.6 i \I I: Central Fllter 
11: Optimal Linear Mlxed Flltei 
VI 2.2 - 111. Nonlnear Recursbe Mlxed Filter 
2 2 -  Ill 
1.8 - 
1.6 - 
I 
1.05 1.1 1.15 1.2 1.25 1.3 
1.4' 
0.95 1 
gamma 
Figure 1: Expected estimation error energy as a function 
of maximum energy gain for, (I) the central H a  filters, 
(11) the optimal linear mixed H2/H"' filters, and, (111) the 
nonlinear recursive mixed H2/H"' filters. [The horizon is 
N = 15.1 
As expected, for each value of y, the optimal linear 
mixed H 2 / H w  filter has an expected estimation error en- 
ergy that is less than that of the central solution. What 
is perhaps surprising is that the nonlinear recursive mixed 
2The horizon has been taken as N = 15 since the computation 
required for finding the optimal linear H 2 / H -  filter becomes pro- 
hibitivcly large as the horizon increases. 
6. Conclusion 
In this paper we studied the problem of mixed 
H 2 / H m  estimation using nonlinear filters. We essentially 
show that nonlinear filters offer an improvement over lin- 
ear filters in minimizing the expected estimation error 
energy over a given maximum energy gain, and more- 
over, that in the finite-horizon case, the optimal nonlin- 
ear mixed H2 /H"' estimator has finite-dimensional state- 
space structure. The solution involves a nonlinear pro- 
gram at each iteration which we have not been able to 
solve. We also considered a related suboptimal solution, 
with the property of being recursive, and that involves a 
convex quadratic program at each iteration. Also, though 
not treated here, similar results hold for the closely-related 
mixed H 2 / H w  control problem. 
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